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District Conditions

First Quarter ‘75 RevIew Other district indicators (mi- nal winter recreation busi-
Early 1975 brought a marked tial claims and help wanted ness. Consumer spending in
deterioration in district eco- advertising) point toward fur- many other areas, however, is
nomic activity. Immediate ther rises in unemployment, still being affected by the
prospects are for a further recession. Retail sales In
decline, but as in the past, the The district’s manufactur- Minnesota were down 2.3
district’s economic activity ing sector has been hard hit percent from last year’s rec-
continues generally stronger by the recession—but still not ord level, while retail sales
than the nation’s. as hard as the nation’s. Man- nationally were up 6.5 per-

ufacturing jobs in early 1975 cent. According to recent
The district unemployment fell from year-ago levels by evidence, Minnesota sales

rate has neither risen as fast 2.8 percent in the district and continued slow in February
nor soared as high as the 8.5 percent in the nation, and March.
national unemployment rate. Slower growth in district Farm prices generally de-
The district’s seasonally ad- manufacturing sales is ex- dined through the first quar-
justed unemployment rate pected over the first three ter from the record levels of a
went from 5.8 percent in the quarters of 1975, wIth most of year before. Several factors
fourth quarter of 1974 to 6.4 the growth still largely attri- account for this decline. Farm
percent in the first quarter of butable to inflationary prices, prices typically fall during a
1975, while the national rate
advanced from 6.6 to 8.2 per- recession. Expectations for a
cent over the same period. Construction spending fell bumper harvest next fall as

sharply in early 1975. New well as lower export sales
housing unit authorizations have contributed to price
were at record low levels, and weaknesses. Cutbacks in live-
nonresidential construction stock feeding have reduced
declined. District housing and demand for grains. Finally,
construction may be aided by heavy cattle slaughter put
substantially increased say- strong downward pressure on
ings Inflows, which resulted livestock prices through the
in stronger liquidity positions first quarter.
and a rise in loan commit-
ments at S&Ls in early 1975. Effects of the recession are
Loans at district banks have still being felt in most sectors
paralleled the declines at of the Ninth Federal Reserve
commercial banks in the rest District’s economy. But in
of the country, largely reflect- most cases, as is evident in
ing a reduction In business this first quarter review, the
loan activity, district continues to fare bet-

ter than the nation. The fol-
Counter to the declines lowing sections provide a

experienced by most other closer look at three specific
district businesses, resort areas of the district’s econ-
owners reported a phenome- omy.
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District Housing Construction
Residential construction is one of the major
victims of the nation’s current economic situa-
tion. The influences of past overbuilding, huge
increases in input prices, high interest rates,
and reduced savings lnflows have combined to
create the most extensive and protracted de-
cline in homebuilding in postwar history.
Housing units authorized in both the district
and the nation declined in early 1975 to about
one-third of the record 1972 pace and are cur-
rently at the lowest level since 1960—possibly
since World War II.

A marked rise in net savings inflows at
savings and loan associations (S&Ls) in the first
quarter, combined with a decline in mortgage
interest rates, suggests that the decline in
housing construction may have bottomed out.
But the recovery is unlikely to be rapid with the
influences that combined to create the decline
still present and the absence of effective federal
aid. Similar recovery rates in both the district In both the United States and the district, a
and the nation may be expected since a more strong surge of activity in housing unit authori-
favorable inventory position in the district will zations began in 1971 and extended throughout
be offset by somewhat higher shelter costs. 1972. As in the period of decline, Initial district

changes in the period of recovery were smaller
In order to determine the possibilities for than national ones.

recovery in district housing construction, the
following questions will be discussed: How The record numbers of units authorized in
does the housing decline in 1973-74 compare to 1972 paved the way for drastic declines in both
that of 1969-70? What are the prospects for 1973 and 1974. In contrast with the 1969-70
recovery in the nation? What are some factors period, the effects of the 1973 slump were more
affecting recovery in the district relative to the evident in the district, which experienced a 34.4
nation?

percent drop in housing units authorized, com-
Recent Housing Declines pared to an 18.4 percent fall in thenation. How-
In comparing the present contraction in hous- ever, while United States units continued to
ing construction with the one which occurred in drop in 1974 an additional 42.4 percent, district
1969-70, the duration and scope of the current declines moderated somewhat and units autho-
slump stand out most distinctly. rized fell 12.7 percent from the year before.

Housing units authorized in the United
States during 1969 were only 2.3 percent lower Several factors have contributed to the
than in 1968. Recovery was under way by 1970, present homebuilding slump in the United
with units for that year less than 1 percent States. The rapid growth in 1971 and 1972 ultI-
below the 1968 level. The 1969 drop in units in mately resulted in upward pressure on input
the Ninth District, though less extensive than in prices. Residential construction costs increased
the United States, continued and intensified significantly between 1970 and 1973, and
throughout 1970, falling over 8 percent from although pressure eased somewhat, most input
1968 levels, prices continued to rise in 1974.
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Increases in construction costs were soon
reflected in home prices. Additions to the
supply of available housing stemming from the
1971-72 boom apparently provided a moder-
ating influence while construction cost rises
slightly outpaced changes in home prices until
1974.

During 1974, home prices escalated not
only more rapidly than residential construction
costs but also faster than personal income.
Average home prices in the Twin Cities rose
even faster than nationally to a current level
well above the national average.

Homebuilding in the United States was
also adversely affected in 1973-74 by a rise in
interest rates and a slowdown in savings
lnflows at S&Ls. After dropping from 9.03
percent in 1970 to 7.52 percent in 1972, the
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) second-
ary market mortgage loan rate rebounded to
8.24 percent in 1973 and 9.50 percent in 1974.
Savings deposits at S&Ls, after growing at an
average of 19 percent in 1971-72, slowed to
growth rates of 10 percent in 1973 and 7 percent
in 1974.

Prospects for Recovery
Chances are small that the national housing
market will experience a recovery on the scale
of that which occurred after the 1969-70 period.
Probably the most significant deterrents are the
current period’s more serious declines in
employment and output and the accompanying
effects on consumer confidence.

The extraordinarily largecurrent inventory
of unsold houses should create downward pres-
sure on housing prices and may stimulate
demand. That inventory must be substantially
reduced, however, before any increases in new
building can be generated. But since the
decline in construction of rental units has been
even more drastic than that of single-family
homes, future upward pressures on rent costs
may encourage home buying and reduce down-
ward pressure on home prices. In addition,
rapidly accelerating fuel costs will result in
upward movements in both rental and home-
ownership costs.

The high level of mortgage interest rates,
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doubled in January-February from the 10
percent rate in 1974, and the heavy inflows
seem to have continued in March. However,
some of this inflow will likely be used to rebuild
liquidity. Largely because of a substantial
increase In borrowing to meet mortgage loan
commitments, S&L liquidity declined to an
unusually low level In 1974.

Federal aid to housing is currently at a low
ebb. Two plans—one already enacted—may
provide some stimulus to the housing industry,
however. The first, part of the recently signed
tax cut bill, provides a 5 percent tax credit on
the price of a new principal residence pur-
chased between March 12 and December 31 up
to a maximum of $2,000. Eligible homes are
those completed or under construction as of
March 25 and include mobile homes, residen-
tial units in condominiums, and cooperative
housing projects. The impact on new construc-
tion will be indirect because sales of eligible
homes reduce existing inventory.

if continued through 1975, is likely to provide The second plan, which has passed the
an added constraint to the housing recovery. House, is intended to subsidize mortgages on
An analysis of the two preceding recoveries—in 400,000 single-family homes of which up to 30
1967 and in 1970—provides some evidence of percent can be unsold or previously occupied
the impact of mortgage rates. The recovery was homes. The subsidy, which applies to families
more rapid in 1967 than in 1970, partly because with incomes not exceeding 120 percent of the
mortgage interest rates were substantially area median-family income and, generally, to
lower in the earlier period. The FHA secondary homes costing $38,000 or less, can be used in
market mortgage rate, for example, averaged one of two ways: (1) the homeowner can pay a 6
6.55 percent in 1967 compared to 9.03 percent percent rate of interest on the mortgage during
in 1970. the first three years and then an increasing rate

until the seventh year when the market rate is
The FHA rate has already declined sub- paid; (2) the homeowner can pay a 7 percent

stantially since reaching Its peak in the third rate of interest during the entire life of the
quarter of 1974, but was still a high 9.04 mortgage.
percent In January-February 1975. Further
downward movement in this rate is being N’ th D~~ ‘ ~ ~ ~ dSt t

:~:~m~~:currenUy federal government ~ ~
an corpora e sec 0 although probably to a different degree. To the

The recent, substantially stronger net extent that this area continues to be less
savings inf lows at S&Ls should benefit the severely affected by the current recession,
housing recovery. The rate of net savings expenditures for housing should remain rela-
mtlows at S&Ls In the United States nearly tively stronger.
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However, housing prices relative to district from higher income and employment
income have been rising more rapidly in the will be offset by higher costs of housing.
district since 1970. While inventory accumula-
tIon of single-family homes has not been as Stanley L. Graham
pronounced in the district, smaller current Diane 0. Paxton
inventories imply less downward pressure on
housing prices.

There are currently two very different Family Budgets in 1974
influences being exerted on rental prices. Dis- A typical urban American family living at an
trict declines in rental unit construction, while intermediate-income level would have had to
greater than in single-family unit construction, pay an additional $1,706 in 1974 to maintain its
have not been nearly as large as national 1973 standard of living, according to recent
declines. This implies less upward pressure on United States government figures.’ The same
rent costs. However, apartment vacancy rates family living in Minneapolis-St. Paul would
have been lower In the district than in the have had to spend $1,897 more in 1974 to
nation for over a year. This somewhat greater support its 1973 level of expenditure.
demand for rental units Implies no downward
pressure on rents in the district. The figures here are based on hypothetical

intermediate family budgets constructed by the
Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). The BLS has
developed budgets for a family of four at low,
intermediate, and high standards of living both
for the national average and for 39 metropolitan
and 4 nonmetropolitan areas. This hypothetical
family of four consists of a husband aged 38,
employed full time; his nonworking wife; a boy
of 13; and a girl of 8. The BLS’ fictional couple
has been married 15 years, and the husband is
an experienced worker. The family is described
as well established with an average Inventory of
clothing, household furnishings, major appli-
ances, and other equipment.

The budgets represent the BLS’ estimate
of typical expenditures at the three standards of
living in 1973, rather than actual expenditures
of any group of families. The comparisons for
1974 are for purchases of exactly the same
goods and services that were purchased in
1973. No allowance was made for changes in

The impact of rising fuel costs on home the composition of a family’s expenditures in
operating expenses and consequently on home -responseto higher prices or other economic
ownership will also be felt more severely In factors.
district states. _____________________________________________

On balance, there is no evidence which 1Bureau of Labor Statistics figures for 1974 were released In April 1975.
suggests that district housing recovery will The Intermediate family budget figures for 1973 were published in: U.S.,

diffrr frr~m ‘h~ raof r’~f•h~U”i’~’1~ Th~ Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, ~‘Autumn1973 UrbanFamily Budgets and Comparative Indexes for Selected Urban Areas,”
greater demand which may be expected In the NEWS (June 16,1974).
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Moreover, the BLS’ budget studies do not A family living on an intermediate-level
imply that a family’s actual income rose by budget in the Twin Cities experienced a 14.6
these amounts. On the contrary, purchasing percent increase in expenses between 1973 and
power for most families did not keep pace with 1974, while nationally the same family’s expen-
inflation in 1974: all real income measures ditures rose 13.5 percent. These increases were
dropped last year. Although real weekly earn- substantially greater than the rise in the re-
ings in Minnesota declined 3 percent, less than spective consumer price indexes (CPI) for the
the 4.6 percent fall experienced nationally, real same period: The Twin Cities CPI rose 12 per-
spendable weekly earnings fell somewhat more cent and the United States CPI rose 13 percent
in Minnesota than in the rest of the country.2 between autumn 1973 and autumn 1974.
Because withholding for increased income and The explanation lies in the difference
social security taxes hit Minnesota residents between items covered by the consumer price
harder, real spendable weekly earnings in the
state declined 5.6 percent between October
1973 and October 1974, compared to the 2Changes throughout this analysis are from October 1973 to October
national decline of 5.3 percent. 1974 because the 815’ family budget studies are based on Octoberdata.
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indexes and items covered by the family budget
studies from which cost of living figures are
derived. The consumer price indexes include
only purchases of goods and services. Family
budget studies also include expenditures on
goods and services but in addition include non-
consumption expenditures, such as personal
income taxes, social security taxes, disability
payments, allowances for gifts and contribu-
tions, and insurance and occupational expen-
ditures.

Higher tax payments (based on standard
deductions and exemptions for four people)
outstripped all other price increases in the
intermediate family’s budget in 1974. For the
Twin Cities family, not itemizing deductions,
personal income tax payments jumped $594 or
27.1 percent in 1974. For the United States
family, the tax increase was $403 or 25.1 per-
cent.

A recent government study pointed out
that this was the first recession during which
the tax burden on individuals and families
increased.3 This is because progressive tax pay-
ments rise more rapidly than money incomes
during periods of inflation. Price rises increase

the tax burden more on low- and middle-income
than on high-income families, however,
because inflation reduces the value of both the
standard deduction and the exemptions and
because tax brackets are much narrower at low-
and middle-income levels.

Congress, INFLATION AND THE CONSUMER IN 1974, a staff
study prepared for the use of the Subcommittee on Consumer Economics of
the Joint Economic Committee, 95th Cong., let seas., 1975.
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The dramatic hike of over one-fifth in
social security tax payments intensified the
strain on the middle-income family’s budget in
1974. Although the social security tax rate was
unchanged, higher levels of money income and
the increase in the payroll tax base from
$10,800 to $13,200 on January 1, 1974 (raised
further to $14,100 on January 1, 1975) resulted
in sharply higher social security payments for
many families. In 1973 payroll taxes together
with federal, state, and local Income taxes took
21.7 and 17.9 percent of the intermediate-level
family’s budget in the Twin Cities and the
United States, respectively. In 1974 these taxes
increased their share of the cost of living to 24
percent In the Twin Cities and 19.5 percent in
the nation.

There are also differences between expen-
ditures on goods and services and expenditures
on nonconsumption items for the average
United States and Twin Cities middle-income
family. Total expenditures on goods and ser-
vices were less for the Twin Cities family, and
this difference increased slightly ($8) between
1973 and 1974. Housing4 and medical care were
notably cheaper in the Twin Cities, and their
costs rose less than in the nation. In contrast,
clothing was much more expensive, and Its cost

4Housing costs are based on the homeownershlp component of the CPI
which assumes ownership and maintenance of * slx.year-oid home and
reflects increases in the purchase price of homes and mortgage interest
ratesonly from 1967 to1968. It doesnot reflect the differences In purchase
prices and mortgage Interest rates encountered by home buyers between
1973 and 1974,



increased more sharply in Minneapolis-St. Paul
in comparison to the United States average.

Overall, the premium paid by the Twin
Cities family increased slightly between 1973
and 1974; that is, the additional expense paid
by the Twin Cities resident increased $191
between the two years. All forms of taxes more
than accounted for theadded difference.

Kay J. Auerbach
Bruce W. Brinkmeier

Note: Data for the Minneapolis-St. Paul
lower- and higher-level family budgetsbe-
came available too late for inclusion In this
article. Information about these budgets is
available upon request to theauthors.

State Government Finances
How has the outlook for state government
finances in the Ninth Federal Reserve District
been affected by weakening economic activity
and rising prices? How can state governments
be expected to influence district economic
activity? A partial answer to these questions
can be found by comparing the district state
governments’ revenue and spending plans for
fiscal years (FY) 1976 and 1977 with their fiscal
performance In the prior two years.

A review of nationwide state and local
government finances will provide a perspective
from which to view district fiscal developments.
Then the fiscal situation in Minnesota, Mon-
tana, North Dakota, and South Dakota will be
evaluated by looking at developments in both
revenues and expenditures as they were pro-
jected in early 1975.~In conclusion, the overall
fiscal situation will be evaluated and some
observations made on the implications for the
district’s economy.
National Developments
After benefiting from the enactment of general
revenue sharing In 1972 and the economy’s
rapid expansion in 1972 and 1973, state and

local governments’ fiscal positions shifted to
the deficit in calendar year (CY) j974,6 Last
year expenditures exceeded revenues by $8
billion, and prospects are for another sizable
deficit in 1975. In 1974 about one-fifth of total
state and local government revenues were
attributable to personal and corporate taxes,
while 50 percent of the federal government’s
revenues were from this source.

It is evident, after studying the changes in
total state and local government expenditures
and in major sources of funds over the past four
years, that the recession has and will continue

5This report’s estimates for FYs 1976 and 1977 reflect state executive
officials’ views of future fiscal developments. State legislatures may act
contrary tothe governors~wishes, and the revenues of state officials may
be under or over actual receipts. Because the assumptions and methodol.
ogy used in making the projections are not made avaiiabl. by any district
state, it Is not possible to evaluate the projections’ realism nor to ensure
that they are on a comparable basis. Also, as of early April the Minnesota
and Montana legislatures were still In session and their actions could alter
these projections.

6The difference between revenues and expenditures in measuring state
and local governments’ fiscal positions excludes the receipts and expendi.
tures of social insurance funds. State-local social ln8urance funds generally
record surpluses, but the surpiusee, unlike their federal counterparts,
generally are not available to finance capital spending projects or deficits of
operating funds; as * result, they are usually excluded when assessing the
aggregate fiscalhealth of these governments.
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to have a slowing effect on the growth of state Ninth District Finances
and local tax receipts. Federal grants-in-aid Given the national view of state and local
programs have stopped growing as well and are government finances, what is the outlook for
not expected to increase appreciably in 1975. the Ninth District states? In answering this
On the expenditure side, price and wage in- question, each state’s executive budget for the
creases have eroded state and local govern- 1976-1 977 biennium will be examined and com-
ments’ purchasing power, while the recession pared to the preceding biennium’s fiscal
has increased the demand for state and local developments.
government services.

Revenues. The rates of growth in district
Since these cost pressures are likely to states’ revenues9 slowed In FY 1975. With the

remain strong, state and local governments will exception of South Dakota, growth rates in FYs
probably incur large deficits in 1975. As the 1976 and 1977 are not expected to return to the
Council of Economic Advisors stated In its 1975 highs attained in FY 1974. Indeed, North
annual report, Dakota officials anticipate an actual fall in FYs

Budgetary reserves are now so tight that ________________________________________

the rise in state and local expenditures will
have to slow considerably to adjust to the ~ COUncil of Economic Advisors, THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THECOUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISORS (Vvashington, 0. C.: Government
reduced growth of receipts or taxes will Printing Office, 1975), p. 65.
have to be raised in a declining economy.7

8The following articles discuss the fiscal plight of state and local govern.
Stringent conditions, however, are not ments: The Crunch on City and State Budgets,” BUSINESS WEEK,

universal. Texas and Oklahoma, for example, March 10, 1975, pp. 78.79; Philip Shabecoff, “States Retrench in Face of
Slump,” NEW YORK TIMES, March 17, 1975, pp. 1 and 39; and “Manyhave accumulated budget surpluses as a result States Spending Savings as Hard Times Reduce Incomes,” NEW YORK

of increased gas and oil revenues, and Cali- TIMES,April7,1975,p.24.
fornia also has excess funds, At the other

9Sources of state revenues are taxes; licenses, fees, and other charges;
extreme, New York, New Jersey, and Michigan revenues from state-owned operations; and federal government grants-in-
are confronting serious fiscal problems.8 aid.
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1976 and 1977 revenues. Montana and South
Dakota estimated revenues indicate renewed
strength by FY 1976, but a pickup in Minnesota
revenues is not expected until FY 1977.

This slowing in receipts stems in large part
from an anticipated slowing in the growth of
state tax revenues. The changes that are
expected in personal and corporate income tax
as well as in general sales receipts through FY
1977 do not reflect any changes In the tax laws~°
The changes reflect, rather, how state officials
foresee economic conditions affecting tax reve-
nues during the 1976-77 biennium.

During FY 1976 in Minnesota, the rate of
growth in all three taxes is expected to slow and
corporate Income tax collections are expected to
decline.’1 In Montana, however, personal in-
come tax revenues are likely to accelerate over
the next biennium whiIe corporate income tax
receipts are expected to slow. Due to inflation
and the dramatic rise in farm income, North
Dakota had large tax receipt gains in FY 1974
and anticipates the growth in tax receipts to
slow markedly during the next biennium. The
rate of increase in South Dakota’s general sales
tax is expected to continue to decline over the
next fiscal year.

Energy developments have adversely
affected motor fuel tax collections. Since motor
fuel taxes are earmarked for highway pro-
grams, this falloff in receipts has hampered
district highway building. Consequently, gaso-
line tax increases were enacted in Montana and
South Dakota. On the other hand, no tax in-
crease was requested in North Dakota, and the
legislature rejected a request to hike Minne-
sota’s gasoline tax.

In addition to slowing tax receipts, the
pace of federal grants-in-aid appears likely to
decelerate. The federal budget for FY 1976
shows aid to state and local governments in-
creasing 5.7 percent compared to the 14.4 per-
cent advance of the preceding year. An in-
crease in federal monies of this magnitude will
probably not be sufficient to offset pric~
increases.

Concern over the recession’s impact on
state and local government’s fiscal position has
led to a congressional proposal to increase state
and local government grants-in-aid as unem-
ployment rises. Under this proposal an 8.7
percent national unemployment rate (the level

~Personaland corporate income taxes and sales taxes are used for
general fund expenditures while motor fuel receipts arededicated to high-
way outlays.

11”Recession Aid Plan Tied to Jobs Rates,” NEW YORK TIMES, April
8, 1975, p. 8.
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reached in March) would trigger authorization 12somecontroversy surroundsthese tax estimates for Minnesota, which
of $4 billion annually for state and local govern- were made by Francis Boddy, Professor of Economics, University of

Minnesota. His estimates are $350 million higher than estimates prepared
ments. These funds would help governmental bytheCommissionerofRevenue.BettyWiieon, “GovernorBetsBundleon
units cope with declining revenues caused by BeddyCount,” MiNNEAPOLISSTAR,March3,1975,pp.land4.
therecession.”2
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Expenditures. Large general fund bal- between the third quarters of 1973 and 1974.
ances will allow Minnesota, Montana, and Cost increases of this magnitude are well above
North Dakota to significantly increase expendi- the increase in distrIct highway outlays.
tures in FY 1976. All three states, however,
look for expendituregrowth to slow in FY 1977. The impact of these declines in outlays on
South Dakota plans no expenditure increase in district highway construction is manifested by
FY 1976. the decline in Minnesota’s employment in

highway and heavy building construction of
Wage increases will account for much of 10.2 percent between 1973 and 1974. The pro-

the anticipated rise in outlays by district gov- jected declines in highway outlays, and there-
ernments, since state government employment fore highway constructIon, may be partially
is not expected to increase substantially over mitigated by the release of $2 billion In pre-
the next biennium. However, state govern- viously impounded federal highway funds. By
ments will probably hire some additional work- early April South Dakota and Montana had
ers under federal public service employment already taken advantage of the increased avail-
programs. ability of federal highway funds. North Dakota

is also expected to seek additional highway aid
Additional analysis of expenditures Is which is reflected In that state’s highway

provided by the projections for education and expenditure projections.13 Minnesota’s high-
highway outlays, which together account for way department in early April did not have
around 60 percent of state expenditures. The sufficient funds to match the federal funds and
largest area of growth in Minnesota’s budget so will not be able to take advantage of the
was state aid to elementary and secondary released monies.
education, and Montana’s budget called for
increasing the level of support and fully fund- Fiscal Position of Ninth DistrictStates
ing the state school aid program for the second The preceding analysis attempts to answer the
successive biennium. In North and South question: How has the outlook for state govern-
Dakota the legislatures raised state aids to local ment finances in the Ninth Federal Reserve
school districts. District been affected by weakening economic

Budget proposals indicate that wage activity and rising prices? Revenue growth will
increases will account for a large portion of be curbed by the recession. This will limit the
increased outlays for higher education. In expansion in discretionary spending at the
Minnesota, however, the Governor has asked same time that inflation is eroding real state
for more funds for student financial aids and government outlays. However, district states
has proposed freezing tuitions at current levels do not face severe fiscal problems, as do many
for Minnesota residents attending state other states across the nation.
schools. in South Dakota, on the other hand,
tuition increases were requested to defray District states, except South Dakota, are
rising costs. entering the 1976-1977 biennium with substan-

tial cash balances. However, the rise In expen-
Recent economic developments have ditures in dollar terms represents very little

appreciably affected dIstrict highway outlays. increase in real activity due to inflation. Cur-
As previously noted, the energy crisis reduced rent levels of planned expenditures reflect the
motor fuel tax revenues, and federal highway determination to maintain essential services
aid has tapered off as the interstate highway and commitments to tax and education reforms.
system nears completion. Price increases have
seriously eroded outlays; for example, the
Federal Highway Administration’s highway 13”Few States Claim Funds for Roads,” NEW YORK TIMES, April 7,
construction cost index increased 35 percent 1975, ~. ~.
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How can state governments be expected to
influence district economic activity? The gen- Bibliography
eral conclusion is that the projections for
revenues, expenditures, and surplus/deficit Family Budgets In 1974
positions of district state budgets presented U.S. Congress. INFLATION AND THE CONSUMER IN 1974. Study pre-

pared for the use of the Subcommittee on Consumer Economics of thehere imply a slightly stimulative fiscal posture. Joint EconomicCommittee, 95th Cong., 1st sees., 1975.
The extent to which states are using accumulat- U.S. Department of Labor. Bureau of Labor Statistics. “Autumn 1973
ed surpluses to bolster currently softening Urban Family Budgets and Comparative indexes for Selected Urban
economies is worth noting. All district states Areas,” NEWS.Junel8, 1974.
plan to cut existing surpluses considerably to

State Government Finances
maintain real expenditure levels. “The Crunch on City and State Buogets’ BUSINESS WEEK (March 10,

1975), pp.78-79.
Moreover, state governments have refrain-

ed from requesting sales and income tax hikes ~FewStates Claim Funds for Roads,” NEW YORK TiMES, AprIl 7,1979,p. 48.during the current recession. Expenditure pro-
‘Many States Spending Savings as Hard Times Reduce Incomes,” NEW

jections do not indicate any cutbacks in state YORKTIMES, April 7, 1975, p. 24.
programs or employment. ‘Recession Aid Plan Tied to Jobs Rates,” NEW YORK TIMES, April 8,

Although North Dakota plans to draw 19l5,~.8.
Shabecoff, Philip. “States Retrench in Face of Slump,’ NEW YORKdown its surplus funds over the next biennium, TIMES, March17, 1975, pp.land39.

a sizable surplus will remain by the end of FY U.S. Council of Economic Advisors. THE ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
1977. The fiscal situatIon is much tighter in COUNCILOF ECONOMIC ADVISORS. Washington, D.C.: Government
Montana and South Dakota, where any appre- Printing Office, 1975.

ciable shortfall in revenues could seriously wlison, Betty. “Governor Bets Bundle on Boddy Count,” MINNEAPOLIS
strain those states’ finances. It is interesting to STAR,March3,1915,pp.land4.
note that Minnesota, Montana, and North
Dakota, the states Imposing Income taxes, are
all also proposing expenditure Increases. These
three states have more fiscal flexibility than
South Dakota, which has no income taxes and
which also has budgeted no increases in
expenditures.

K6yJ. AuerbecPi
0*Wd S. Dahi
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Minnesota’s Usury Law: An Evaluation

ArthurJ. Rolnick
Stanley L. Graham
David S. Dahi

Is Minnesota’s 8 percent usury law effective as What Is the Usury Law?
a consumer protection law? Supporters of the Usury laws in Minnesota can be traced back to
law contend that It is. They argue that when 1858, but they were not formalized until 1877.
borrowing money the uninformed consumer is Then all previous laws were revised to prohibit
protected from usurious rates of Interest and rates above 12 percent; the new law read:
that during periods of tight credit all consumers
are protected from these rates. No person, company, or corporation shall,

directly or indirectly, take or receive inIn recent years, however, the law has come money, goods, or things In action, or in any
under attack. Opponents argue that the dis- other way, any greater sum, or any greater
closures required by the federal truth-in-lend- value, for the loan or forbearance of
ing law are sufficient protection from exorbitant money, goods, or things in action, thaninterest rates and that a usury law only elimi- twelve dollars ($12) on one hundred
nates high-risk borrowers from effectively dollars ($100) for one (1) year.
competing in the market, In other words, it
eliminates those borrowers who are willing to Laws 1877, C. 15
pay a higher rate. Opponents go on to argue
that in periods of tight credit, when interest Since 1877 the law has been revised several
rates are higher than the 8 percent ceiling, times. The ceiling was lowered in 1899 to 10
either other, generally less efficient, rationing percent and in 1923 to 8 percent where it
devices are used to allocate credit or the supply remains today.1of credit Is further diminished.

Until quite recently, general long-term
With these opposing views in mind, this market interest rates have been well below the

study examines periods of tight credit and usury ceiling (see Chart 1). For example, the
assesses the impact of Minnesota’s usury law. corporate unadjusted index number of yields of
After a review of the usury related legislation, American railroad bonds averaged 6.5 percent
the focus turns to these questions: Has the in 1877, 4 percent in 1899, and 5 percent in
usury law affected new housing construction in 1923.2 Since 1970, however, the index has ex-
Minnesota? To what extent are borrowers’ ceeded 8 percent, and as recently as January
positions affected as regards interest rates, 1975, it reached 9.5 percent.
credit availability, and the nonprice terms of a
mortgage? This, then, is not a comprehensive
study, since it examines only the Impact of the tThe history of Minnesota’s usury law can be found in MINNESOTA
law on new housing construction and on STATUTES ANNOTATED, Sec. 322 to 335 (St. Paul: West Publishing Co.,
mortgage lending. One obstacle to a more com- 1966), Vol. 21,C. 334.
prehensive study is the data limitations; a 2The series is a chain index number based on the arithmetic average of
second, as discussed below, is that the law yields on long-term hlgh.grsde railroad bonds. Yields for individual bonds

are based on arithmetic averages of monthly high and low sale prices. Withitself is not as comprehensive as it might a few exceptions the Index includes no bonds with maturities under 10
appear. years, and since 1909the minimum has been 14 years.
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The legal specification of an exorbitant or legislation, this estimate must be lowered.3usurious rate, therefore, has fallen not only in Nevertheless, important areas of the state’s
absolute terms but also, and more Importantly, economy are still subject to the 8 percent
in relation to market rates. Legislation in 1877 ceilIng. The question is: With long-term market
and 1899considered rates roughly 6 percentage rates well above the 8 percent ceiling, do
points above long-term market rates exorbi- uninformed borrowers need this protection?
tant. In 1923 the relative excess dropped to 3 Although one might argue that the uninformed
points, while today It Is less than 1 point—pos- need protection from rates significantly above
sibly negative, market rates, 8 percent in the present financial

As the relative definition of usurious has environment can no longer be consideredexorbitant.fallen, the number of exemptions has in-
creased. (See “How has the scope of the usury Today, therefore, it seems the purpose
law diminished?” p. 18.) The only areas served by the usury ceiling is to keep those
Minnesota’s usury law currently affects are interest rates which are subject to the ceiling at
conventional mortgage loans and loans to or below 8 percent. In this way, the informed as
individual and unincorporated businesses and well as the uninformed are protected from
farmers. paying higher rates of interest.

There has been no recent estimate of the ________________________________________

percent of credit subject to Minnesota’s usury
law. In 1966 it was estimated that the total 3The 1966 estimate was taken from Henry J. Bailey, 3d, “Analysis of

Existing Debt In the United States and State by State on Basis of Existingprivate debt in Minnesota subject to the law LawAffecting Interest Rates and Finance Charges” (unpublished study for
was 34 percent, but in light of recent willametteUniversity,Collegeott.aw,1966).
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How has the scope of the usury law diminished?

Minnesota’s usury law no longer has the same Federal legislation has been interpreted to give
scope it had when it was first developed. What national banks the power to charge interest on all
kinds of exemptions now exist, and under what loans at the state usury rate or 1 percent over the
authority were they enacted? Federal Reserve discount rate on 90-day commer-

cial paper, whichever is higher. Also, if state banks
The Minnesota Legislature has enacted a num- are allowed certain exceptions to the usury law, the

ber of statutory exemptions. A large part of bud- exceptions apply to national banks as well.
ness lending was exempted from the law when
legislation was enacted In 1947 stating, “No corpo- Moreover, last October the U.S. Congress
ration shall hereafter Interpose the defense of usury enacted legislation permitting national banks,
in any action.” federally Insured state banks, savings and loan

Exceptions have been enacted that have made associations, and small business investment corn-
the usury ceiling no longer binding on a wide range panies to charge interest on business and agricul-
of consumer loans as well. These began in 1925 tural loans that are in excess of $25,000 at a rate of 5
when credit union loans were exempted from the percent over the Federal Reserve discount rate on
usury law. Under current legislation the following 90-day commercial paper.
approximate annual percentage rates can be
charged on these types of consumer loans: 12 per- As of early April, the following proposals which
cent on credit union loans; from 12 to 23 percent on would affect the usury law were being considered in
automobile installment loans; 12 percent on revolv- the Minnesota Legislature:
ing charge accounts; from 9 to 11 percent on bank
installment loans; and from 26 to 35 percent on con- . SF 160 and HF 102 would allow state banks to
surner finance company loans, charge 1 percent over the Federal Reserve dis-

count rate for 90-day commercial paper.Judicial rulings in Minnesota have upheld the
common law which permits the time/price differen- • HF 172 would place maximum finance charges
tial as an exception to usury ceilings. This law states of 1 percent per month on consumer credit sales
that a person may charge a higher price for items (making the rate the same as for open-end
sold on time than if sold for cash without the differ- credit).
ence being regarded as interest for purpose of the
usury law. This exception, however, no longer . HF 578 would permit corporations to interposethedefense of usury.applies to the time sales of autos,

In many Instances loans made under various . HF 629 would expand the loan-making powers of
federal government programs are exempt from industrial loan and thrift companies.
state usury ceilings, sometimes by federal law and . HF 511 would make all loans for amounts over
sometimes by state law. In Minnesota, for example, $100,000 written prior to July 1, 1978, exempt
state law exempts government-underwritten from theusury law.
(FHA/VA) mortgages from the 8 percent ceiling.
Minnesota law also exempts mutual building • SF 733 would permit state and national banks to
associations and cooperatives created or operating charge interest of 5 percent over the Federal
under the Federal Farm Credit Act of 1933 from the Reserve discount rate for 90-day commercial
state’s usury law. paper on all business and agricultural loans.

Some, however, say that this protection is the ceiling, so that the actual rate is greater
an illusion and that, rather than keeping than 8 percent in any case.
interest rates down, the impact of the ceiling is
to encourage a flow of credit from markets Does the Usury Ceiling Affect New Housing?
subject to the law to exempt markets so that Despite the numerous statutory exceptions to
little, if any, credit is available at 8 percent. the 8 percent ceiling, casual observation sug-
Furthermore, the argument goes, it encourages gests that the usury law may have had a signifi-
both lenders and borrowers to find ways around cant impact on the housing industry. In two
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recent periods when market rates rose above 8 opponents of the law are correct, it should be
percent, there was a dramatic decline in new found that during periods of tight credit either
housing starts. According to opponents of the new housing construction in Minnesota de-
usury law, this decline was caused by the usury dines significantly more than in nonusury
ceiling. The argument Is that, as market rates states or that mortgage-financing terms (for
on other financial assets which can easily be example, down payments and lengths of
substituted for Minnesota mortgages rose maturity) in Minnesota are significantly more
above 8 percent, Minnesota as well as out-of- restrictive.
state lenders found it more profitable to do
business elsewhere. To begin the analysis, periods of tightcredit (that is, when market rates are above the

But declining housing starts are generally 8 percent ceiling) must be identified. To do this
observed in all states when interest rates are a market-determined interest rate on an
high and credit is tight. As mortgage rates rise, investment instrument that lenders consider a
the cost of financing a home increases and the reasonable alternative to mortgages made in
demand for new housing decreases.4 A housing Minnesota is needed. The average private
decline in Minnesota, therefore, may simply be
part of a more general downturn occurring
throughout thecountry. 41n fact, the iñ~pactof high market interest rates on housing seems to be

greater than other markets. FinancIal intermediaries, who supply most of
One way to isolate the effect of the usury the credit for housing, are prevented from competing for funds because

law In Minnesota is to compare Minnesota to theirdeposit liabilities are subject to maximum ratesof interest. As market
rates rise above these maximum rates, depositors shift their funds to In.those states that either have no usury law or vestments on which interest rates are not regulated, causing mortgage

have a rate ceiling well above market rates. If ratestoriseevenfurther.
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secondary market yield on mortgages insured period it rises well above 9 percent, reaching
by the Federal Housing Administration (FHA) 10.38 in September 1974. The ceiling should
seems to be the best candidate, since there prove to have its greatest impact during these
exists a national market where FHA-insured months.
mortgages are bought and sold and where
Minnesota lenders are active participants. Chart 3 compares the number of single-

Chart 2 plots the Fl-IA secondary market family residential units authorized in Min-nesota with the number authorized in nonusuryrate since 1968; the shaded areas represent a states. Notice that both series begin to decline
best guess at periods when the effects of the 8 well before they reach the shaded areas. This
percent ceiling might be observed. These
periods are assumed to begin three months suggests that rising interest rates are a majorreason for the general housing slowdown. More
after the FHA rate reached 8 percent, partly
because lenders had prior commitments to importantly, notice that the two building permitseries are closely synchronized and that,make mortgages at interest rates below 8
percent and partly because there tended to be although the difference between them varies,the variation does not depend on the ceilingsome lag before participants reacted. periods. That is, during periods of tight credit

The usury ceiling is believed to have had there does not appear to be a significant differ-
an impact in only two periods. The first starts in ence in the behavior of the two series.5June 1969 and ends in January 1971; the
second begins in October 1973 and continues
through October 1974 (the latest date when 5mese observations were confIrmed bye statistical analysis which tested
most data were available). In the first period for correlation between tight credit periods and the difference between the

series. Although there was a positive correiatlon.—specifically, in periods
the secondary rate reaches the 9 percent level ot tight credit the difference tended to be slightly larger—the results were
for only a few months, while In the second statistically insignificant.
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This suggests that the usury law has not when market rates are not substantially above
had an impact on housing construction in Mm- the ceiling) when lenders do not avoid the
nesota. Either lenders are making mortgages at ceiling but simply change their product by
the ceiling rate and ignoring more profitable offering less attractive nonrate terms. Common
alternatives, or they are able to work around examples include shortening maturity and
the ceiling and obtain a higher effective yield or increasing the down payment on the conven-
better nonprice terms than isapparent. tional mortgage. While this may not Increase

profits directly, it reduces risk.
Supporters of the usury law argue it is the

former, contending that the ceiling has helped The consumer, however, is generally not
the average borrower obtain a mortgage at a benefited by these changes. in periods when
reasonable rate of Interest. But there is further market rates are below the ceiling, a variety of
evidence which seems to be more consistent financing terms are available, including
with the alternative hypothesis that during standard conventional mortgages; mortgages
periods of tight credit and high interest rates with higher interest rates, longer maturities,
lenders and borrowers find ways around the and smaller down payments; and mortgages
ceiling. Outlined below are some of the tactics with lower interest rates, shorter maturities,
that have been used and a rough measure of and larger down payments. In periods when
their importance. market rates are above the ceiling, however,

there is at most one type of conventional mort-
Can the Usury Ceiling Be Avoided? gage (with a shorter maturity and larger down
The most obvious way for borrowers and payment), and as discussed below, even these
lenders to avoid the 8 percent ceiling is to may not be available.
switch from conventional to FHA/VA mort-
gages. Presumably when conventional mort- According to Chart 4, during the 1969-70
gages are constrained by the ceiling rate, period of tight credit, there was a significant
FHA/VA mortgages are an attractive alterna- fall in the length of maturity on conventional
tive. Another advantage to the lender, of mortgages in the Minneapolis-St. Paul Stan-
course, is that they are government insured. dard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA) but
From the borrower’s point of view, they usually not in the nonusury SMSAs.6 Before 1969 Mm-
permit a smaller down payment and a neapolis-St. Paul mortgages had an average
somewhat longer maturity than a conventional maturity that was three to four years shorter
loan. The disadvantages are that the building than other SMSAs; by late 1969 the length of
codes are more restrictive and that the maturity was seven years shorter.
administrative costs (for example, paper work
and processing time) are generally higher. On the other hand, in the 1973-74 period of

tight credit, there was no significant fall in
Another way around the ceiling is for maturity length. It had been increasing in the

lenders to raise the fee to builders for Minneapolis-St. Paul SMSA since 1970 and
commitments to make conventional mortgages with minor fluctuations continued this trend
earmarked for specific projects. These charges through 1973-74, reaching a 28-year maturity—
seem to be exempt from the usury law, and less than ayear short of the average maturity in
builders attempt to pass them along by raising the nonusury states.
the base price of their homes. Although
borrowers may still be able to get 8 percent
conventional financing, at least part of the
builder’s finance charge is transferred to the 6Chart 4 compares length of maturity, and Chart 5 compares the ratio ofdown payment to new-home purchase price. Since data were only available
home price, by standard metropolItan statistical area (SMSA). the comparisons are

made between the Mlnneapolis.8t. Paui SMSA and a set of SMSAS located
Finally, there are some instances (usually inthenonusurystates.
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In Chart 5 a similar picture for down pay- mortgage loans as a percent of the total
ments emerges. In the Minneapolis-St. Paul outstanding value of all mortgages.
SMSA, down payments increased during 1969-
70 to a peak of 35 percent of the home price, This time the effects of the 8 percent cell-
while before 1969 they had never been ing are found in the 1973-74 period, especially
significantly higher than 28 percent. in the in the last months of 1974 when the FHA rate
nonusury states they were also rising but exceeded 10 percent. Before 1969 there devel-
reached only 26 percent from an average of 23 oped a trend toward FHA/VA financing that
percent before 1969. During 1973-74 the results peaked in 1971 for Minnesota and in 1972 for
are more difficult to interpret. Although in the the nonusury states. This trend was unaffected
Minneapolis-St. Paul SMSA down payments by the 1969-70 ceiling period. From these
tended to rise, they did not rise significantly peaks, both series consistently declined until
more than they had in the most recent period June 1974, when the trend leveled off in the
when market rates were below the ceiling. nonusury states but turned rather sharply
Moreover, during 1973-74, down payments upward in Minnesota.
were also rising in the nonusury SMSAs.

By November 1974 the percentage in
So the impact of Minnesota’s usury law on Minnesota had increased to 21.3 percent from

the nonprice terms of conventional mortgage 21 percent in June. Although this change may
loans was clearly evident in the 1969-70 period, not appear to be large, recall that it is nearly
How extensive was the impact on FHA/VA one-third of a percent of all outstanding mort-
mortgages? Chart 6 depicts for both Minnesota gages. During the last four months of the
and the nonusury states the value of FHA/VA period July to November 1974, 40 percent of all
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new loans were FHA insured—about double ceilmg; that is, lenders and borrowers would
the usual share. seek similar means to avoid the ceiling.

Even this may be understating the case. In What are the policy implications? Sup-
a more recent survey of the larger thrift porters of the law might conclude that there are
institutions in the Minneapolis-St. Paul area, it too many exemptions. They might argue that if
was found that new conventional mortgages Fl-IA/VA loans were covered by the 8 percent
were simply not available. The Institutions ceiling, mortgage lenders would be forced to
claimed that the only conventional mortgages make 8 percent loans. But this conclusion does
being made were those due to prior commit- not necessarily follow. The evidence here is
ments, older mortgages that were being that lenders seek the most profitable invest-
refinanced, and out-of-state mortgages. Virtu- ment. The most likely outcome of extending the
ally all new mortgages made in Minnesota were coverage of the law to all mortgage loans would
FHA/VA. be a shift of funds out of Minnesota mortgages.

There have been a number of studies in states
which have had more inclusive usury laws that

Conclusion confirm this hypothesIs.7The evidence gathered in this study on the The burden of proof, therefore, seems to
impact of Minnesota’s 8 percent usury law be on the supporters of an 8 percent ceiling.
during periods of tight credit suggests that It This analysis suggests that Minnesota’s usury
has not been able to protect consumers from law does not provide the type of interest rate
usurious rates of interest. Moreover, there protection which some claim it does. Its effect,
have been unintended side effects which have rather, is to severely limit the financial options
generally made borrowers worse off. available to borrowers. If a usury law is deemed

Although it seems to have had little impact necessary, these results suggest that the rate
on housing construction, the usury law has had ceiling should be significantly above market
a significant effect on mortgage financing. For rates, which was the original intent of the law.
those conventional mortgages made in Min-
nesota during the 1969-70 tight credit period,
maturity lengths were relatively shorter and
down payments relatively larger than they were
in nonusury states. Furthermore, when market
rates exceeded 10 percent (as in the 1973-74
tight credit period) and lenders no longer found
conventional mortgages made in Minnesota an
attractive investment, these mortgages virtual-
ly disappeared—the borrower’s only option was
the FHA/VA mortgage.

This study examined the impact of the
Minnesota usury law on mortgage financing
for, and the volume of, new housing construc-
tion. There are a number of other areas (for
example, the used-home market and small
unincorporated business loans) where the costs
and benefits of the law could be examined. It 7See Norman N. Bowsher, ~UsuryLaws: Harmful Wnen ~ttective,~
seems reasonable, however, that the findings FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF ST. LOUIS REVIEW, Vol. 56, No. 8
expressed in this study would hold for most, if (August1974), pp. 16-23, and Philip K, Robins’TheEffectsof State UsuryCeiiirigs on Single Family Homebuilding,” JOURNAL OF FINANCE, VoL
not all, transactions covered by the 8 percent ~, No.1 (March 1974), pp. 227-235.
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